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SPECIAL NEWS: 
Recap & Photos of Annual Scientific Meeting In Omaha 

CAMA Executive Board Selects a New Logo 
 
The 2023 CAMA Annual Scientific Meeting was held October 5-7, 2023, 
at the DoubleTree Downtown Hotel in Omaha, Nebraska.  
 
We had 135 total participants, including 60 AMEs, 14 registered guests,   
numerous non-AME medical professionals who are involved in the     
aviation/aerospace industry, FAA and CAMA staff members, and a    
number of one-day speakers.  The program received high ratings over-
all, and the field trip to the Strategic Air Command Museum was the   
favorite non-medical activity of the conference.  See EVP/Home Office 
article beginning on Page 17 
 
At the Friday Honors Night Dinner, Omaha transplant surgeon, Byers W. 
Shaw, MD, discussed his training, career, and how burnout and factors 
of anxiety affected his work.  See the Annual Meeting recap on the EVP 
pages. 
 
During the October 4, 2023, CAMA Fall Executive Board Meeting, the 
CAMA Officers and Trustees voted to increase the annual dues across 
the board, as well as to allow medical students to be members of CAMA 
at no charge through Residency and some Fellowships.  Please see 
Pages 17 and the dues forms on pages 27-29 for the new dues structure 
effective with 2024 annual dues cycle. 
 
The CAMA Board also voted for a new updated CAMA logo in two  
beautiful versions (one full color version and a less ink-intense version 
for printed   materials).  See Dr. Gerald Saboe’s article on Page 9 for a    
history of the organization’s logos and a peek at the new ones! 
 
The membership voted for some bylaws updates previously published in 
several 2023 newsletters (see CAMA website for the full downloadable 
version of the bylaws), and a new slate of Officers and Trustees for the 
coming two years (See Page 2). 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the CAMA Home    
Office by telephone or email. Articles for future editions of the CAMA      
newsletter are always appreciated.  We look forward to hearing from you 
soon.  
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I’m honored to have been elected as the 2023-2025 
President of CAMA during our recent meeting in 
Omaha, Nebraska.  The meeting was a resounding 
success thanks to the efforts of so many people.  I 
would especially like to thank Sherry Sandoval for 
her efforts to arrange the venue and amazing field 
trip to the Strategic Air Command.  The organization 
would not be what it is without her!  Drs. Ronan  
Murphy and Alison Leston brought together a        
wonderful and useful educational program.  I’m also 
grateful for the presentations and insights of all the 
FAA physicians who were able to be a part of this 
meeting despite a potential government shutdown.   
Lastly, I would like to thank our outgoing President, 
Dr. David Schall, for his servant leadership and 
mentorship.  He has worked to protect and advance 
CAMA. The Space Medicine Committee was formed 
during his tenue, and we had an insightful talk this 
year on commercial space flight operations from 
NASA Flight Surgeon, Dr. Rahul Suresh.  Dr. Schall 
also shares his passion for aerospace medicine   
education as a consistent speaker.  In addition to his 
typical ENT related topics, he gave a lovely          
historical talk on one of the greats from our organi-
zation, Dr. John Tamisiea.  I hope to serve CAMA in 
the same steadfast manner, although I may not be 
able to command the room like he can at my much 
shorter height!   
 
The month of October has been a whirlwind, but it’s 
also a true demonstration of the rewards that come 
with a passion for Aerospace Medicine. The Monday 
after CAMA was the beginning of Mayo’s 3rd annual 
Aerospace Medicine Elective. I serve as faculty     
co-lead for this 3-week rotation for Mayo medical  

 
 

 

students and residents.  The rotation consists of     
in-person and virtual didactics, hands-on learning, 
clinical experiences, and field trips.  We covered 
topics such as altitude physiology, spatial              
disorientation, mishaps, aeromedical evacuations, 
and much more thanks to a host of wonderful speak-
ers including Drs. Schall and Suresh. Hands-on 
learning included topics from austere medicine like 
splinting, water purification procedures, and        
navigating and simulations from in-flight            
emergencies to altitude sickness using standardized 
patients (actors).  
 
Our field trips consisted of a Blue Angels Air Show 
over Jacksonville Beach, a trip to see F-15’s at the 
local Florida Air National Guard Base, and a day at 
Kennedy Space Center.  I had to leave 2 days prior 
to the course ending to fly to Abu Dhabi where the 
69th Annual International Congress on Aviation and 
Space Medicine (ICASM) was held.  What an  
amazing opportunity to travel to the United Arab 
Emirates and attend such a wonderful conference!  
Highlights were a tour of Ethihad Airlines where I got 
to slide down an evacuation slide and see the 
mockup of the level above 1st class called “the     
residence.”    
 
I also had the great privilege to present how we   
developed the Aerospace Medicine Elective and the 
academic productivity that has followed. I so        
enjoyed meeting several young international doctors 
forging a path to Aerospace Medicine despite limited 
opportunities.  This really opened my eyes as to how 
lucky we are to have access to such a wonderful 
field with training programs here in the US and    
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Leigh L. Speicher, MD MPH 
CAMA President 2023-2025 

(Continued on Page 4) 

CAMA President’s Message 

Getting to know the new President… 
Leigh L. Speicher, MD, MPH is board certified in Internal and Aerospace Medicine.  She serves 
as a Consultant within the Section of the Executive Health Program at Mayo Clinic in Florida. Dr. 
Speicher is a licensed private pilot and a Senior FAA Aeromedical Examiner.  She is the Medical 
Director for Patient Experience and the Associate Chair of Quality for the Department of       
Medicine.  She serves as faculty for Communication in Healthcare and the Aerospace Medicine 
Elective.  Dr. Speicher is an Assistant Professor of Medicine.  She is a Fellow of the American 
College of Physicians, Aerospace Medical Association, and the Civil Aviation Medicine           
Association.   

 
Dr. Speicher earned her Bachelor of Science at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida and her medical degree from 
the University of Miami School of Medicine in Miami, Florida.  She completed a general surgery internship at the      
National Navy Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland and served as a Flight Surgeon for VP-30 at Naval Air Station 
Jacksonville while on active duty in the US Navy.  She completed combined Internal and Aerospace Medicine        
Residency at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, Texas, where she also obtained a Master of Public 
Health degree.  During this time, she continued to serve in the US Navy reserves attaining the rank of Commander 
before separating.  She worked in the medical appeals department for the FAA prior to joining Mayo Clinic in 2012.   
Dr. Speicher enjoys spending time with family, traveling, and scuba diving. 
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 relative ease in becoming AME’s.     
 
I’m finally catching my breath and am so very happy 
to introduce myself to our members.  I look forward 
to seeing you in Chicago for CAMA Sunday and our 
CAMA luncheon during AsMA.  Then in September, 
I welcome all to my hometown of Jacksonville,   
Florida for our next annual meeting.   
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(Continued on Page 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are committed to improving an already well    
running CAMA family organization. In that light, we 
are working to improve our processes and           
procedures. There are some opportunities to update 
our original articles of incorporation, banking        
relationships, business meeting agendas, and    
election processes and procedures. You will see 
movement in all these areas as the year unfolds. 
 
Following is a high-level overview of some            
international meetings that have occurred recently. 
These organizations play key roles in maintaining 
global standards and safety, especially in areas like 
aerospace medicine and public health: 
 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO): 
This is the go-to agency for anything related to     
international air travel.  Established in 1944 under 
the UN, the ICAO sets standards and regulations to 
ensure safe, secure, efficient, and environmentally 
responsible aviation. It's crucial for issues such as 
air navigation, border crossing procedures for        
aircraft, and flight safety. Dr. Ansa Jordaan is the 
Chief Medical Advisor for both ICAO and CAPSCA. 
We have several CAMA members who serve on 
ICAO committees (Aviation Medicine, Pilot Mental 
Health, and CAPSCA (see below).   
 
Collaborative Arrangement for the Prevention 
and Management of Public Health Events in Civil 
Aviation (CAPSCA):  
This program is a bit more niche but super relevant 
to your field. CAPSCA helps coordinate efforts to 
prevent and manage public health risks in aviation. It 
involves the ICAO, World Health Organization, and 
other international bodies. They work on vital issues 
such as preparing for health emergencies, managing 
risks during outbreaks, and maintaining safe and  
efficient air travel. CAPSCA met regularly throughout 
the COVID-19 pandemic. I along with many of our        
aerospace medicine CAMA specialists have        
contributed to both CAPSCA and ICAO efforts. Our 
work has been crucial in ensuring the safety and 
preparedness of the aviation sector throughout the 
pandemic.  One of our work products is ICAO = Doc 
10152 Testing and Cross-Border Risk            

Management Measures Manual.  https://shorturl.at/
ivVX3 
 
WHO Pandemic and Epidemic Response Team 
(PRET):  
This team is a crucial part of the World Health      
Organization (WHO), the global health arm of the 
United Nations. The PRET focuses on preparing for 
and responding to pandemics and epidemics. They 
serve as the emergency responders for global health 
crises. Their work includes surveillance and        
monitoring, rapid response, guidance and training 
and research and development. We now have       
aerospace medicine representation on the PRET.   
 
American Osteopathic Association, OMED:  
The OMED 2023 conference, hosted by the       
American Osteopathic Association (AOA), was a  
significant event in the field of osteopathic medicine. 
Held from October 6-8, 2023, in Orlando, Florida, 
this annual conference united thousands of          
osteopathic physicians, medical students, and other 
health professionals from across the country. It was 
celebrated as the world's largest gathering of        
osteopathic physicians. The conference offered a 
hybrid format, allowing attendees the flexibility to 
participate either in-person or online, which was a 
notable aspect of this year's event. 
 
American Osteopathic College of Occupational 
and Preventive Medicine (AOCOPM):  
The AOCOPM conference, held during the AOA 
OMED 2023 in Orlando, FL, presented a             
comprehensive program covering various aspects of 
occupational and preventive medicine. Aerospace 
Medicine Day on October 8 included sessions such 
as "US Navy Aircraft Carrier TopGun Mishap        
Investigations and Resultant Reduction in Mishaps" 
and "Commercial Airlines: Applying COVID-19    
Lessons Learned in Preparation for the Next       
Pandemic" by Kris Belland, DO, MPH, MBA. 
 
Aviation Health Conference (AHC) 2023:  
Convened by IATA (International Air Transport     
Association) and IAMA (International Airlines     
Medical Association) in London, offered a           
comprehensive agenda focusing on current issues in 
aviation health. The conference, chaired by Dr. Rui 
Pombal, featured notable presentations and          
discussions over two days. Key topics included the 
legal implications of psychosocial risk in aviation, 
strategies for managing infectious disease risk, and 
the use of multi-layered defenses against future    
airborne diseases. There were also sessions on   
aviation-informed simulation for pandemic            
preparedness, managing health challenges in the 
post-pandemic world, and cabin air quality studies. 
Other important discussions revolved around        

Kris Belland, DO, MPH, MBA 

CAMA Vice President of  

Management and Planning 

https://shorturl.at/ivVX3
https://shorturl.at/ivVX3
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leveraging medical volunteers in flight, fatigue     
management in airline operations, the effectiveness 
of airline telemedicine solutions, and managing     
operational responses to regional infectious disease 
outbreaks. The conference provided a platform for 
experts to exchange insights on critical health issues 
affecting the aviation industry. 
 
The 69th International Congress of Aviation and 
Space Medicine (ICASM)  
in 2023, held under the auspices of the International 
Academy of Aviation and Space Medicine, was a 
notable event in Abu Dhabi from October 26 to 29. 
The congress featured a high-quality and varied   
scientific program, covering a wide range of topics in 
aerospace medicine, including medicine, science, 
and human factors. It presented opportunities for 
professionals in aerospace medicine, such as     
doctors, nurses, scientists, and others involved in 
the field, to actively participate and contribute to the 
scientific program through oral or poster          
presentations. 
 
Dr. Leigh L. Speicher (CAMA President) presented 
on the topic of “Blast Off! How aerospace medicine 
can launch the resident internist.”  Dr. Kris Belland 
Co-Chaired Dr. Speicher’s panel on “Space: The 
Space Medicine Physician” and also presented 
“Emerging aviation multi-layered disease defense 
strategy (AMLDDS) Ultraviolet (UV-C).” 
 
I am looking forward to serving CAMA, please let me 
know if I can ever be of assistance.   

 
 

 

 

 

Photos from the top: 
Leigh Speicher, MD, MPH, 
speaking at ICASM meeting in 
Dubai in October, 2023, on 
“how aerospace medicine can 
launch the resident internist” 
 
Kris Belland, DO, MPH, MBA, 
presenting at ICASM meeting in 
Dubai, October, 2023, on “Multi-
layered disease defense      
strategy Ultraviolet” 
 
Left:  Dr. Speicher on “Space: 
The Space Medicine Physician”  
panel 

ICASM Session 4: Space: The Space Medicine 
Physician  
Photo Left to Right:   
Co-Chair Dr. Henry Lupa;  
Dr. Leigh L. Speicher, USA, CAMA President;  
Mr. Jamesy Hury, USA;  
Dr. Dana Levin, USA; and  
Dr. Kris M. Belland, USA, CAMA VP M&P 



CAMA was recently contacted by The MITRE Corporation, a not-
for-profit organization that works in the public interest across    
federal, state and local governments, and industry and academia. 
MITRE is currently working on an effort in partnership with the 
FAA’s Aerospace Medical Research Division to bring together  
industry partners to collaboratively re-envision aeromedical 
certification.  They felt that CAMA and our members might have 
key input into exploring what a future state may look like and how 
best to achieve it. 

The MITRE Corporation has done some initial outreach with a 
number of individuals working in aviation—many of whom are  
pilots. They are interested in scheduling some time with the     
appropriate people at CAMA in the next few weeks to provide an 
overview of the effort and to gather some initial input on key   
questions related to needs, challenges, and ideas regarding   
managing medical risk to aviation safety. A one page detailed  
description of the effort is attached on Addendum Page (see 
Page 8 of this publication) for your information should you wish to 
participate in this information gathering effort. 

  
  
___________________________ 
Rebecca Lehner 
The MITRE Corporation 
Federally Funded Research and Development Centers 
  
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 
rlehner@mitre.org 

Office Phone: 703-983-4596 
www.mitre.org 

NOTICE—This work was produced for the U.S. Government    
under Contract 693KA8-22- C-00001 and is subject to Federal 
Aviation Administration Acquisition Management System Clause 
3.5-13, Rights In Data-General, Alt. III and Alt. IV (Oct. 1996).  
 
The contents of this document reflect the views of the author and 
The MITRE Corporation and do not necessarily reflect the views 
of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) or the Department of               
Transportation (DOT).  Neither the FAA nor the DOT makes any 
warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, concerning the   
content or accuracy of these views.  
 
For further information, please contact The MITRE Corporation, 
Contracts Management Office, 7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 
22102-7539, (703) 983-6000. ã 2023 The MITRE Corporation. All 
Rights Reserved.  
 
 
Editor’s Note:  The MITRE group made a lunch presentation     
during the Omaha Annual Scientific Meeting to collect information 
and input from practicing AMEs and other medical professionals 
involved in the aviation industry. Participation is entirely voluntary. 

(Continued on Page 8) 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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https://www.mitre.org/news-insights/news-release/forward-collision-warning-and-automatic-emergency-braking-reduce-front
mailto:rlehner@mitre.org
http://www.mitre.org/
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 CAMA SEAL EVOLUTION: 1955 to 2023  
By Gerald W. Saboe, DO, MPH – Chairman, CAMA Logo 
Committee and Past CAMA President 

 
The formal launching of the   
Civil Aviation Medical            
Association (CAMA), transition-
ing from being the Airline     
Medical Examiners Association 
(AMEA), occurred following the        
unanimous approval of all     
attending members at the Hotel 
Statler, Washington, D. C., on 
Saturday, March 19,1955, at 

the first annual business meeting. The last president 
of AMEA and the first CAMA president, Gerald 
“Jerry” Backenstoe, MD, developed the beautiful  
emblem or seal of the new Association, which was 
unanimously adopted by the Board of Trustees at its 
second meeting on June 6,1955. New membership 

was actively sought    
under the vision,     
“I  believe the future 
of America rests in 
its air power. I will 
be glad to help build 
aviation in every 
way possible.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The original CAMA emblem or seal incorporates the 
use of a central planetary earth Globe overlying a 
stylized Caduceus of Hermes. The Caduceus of  
Hermes had previously inspired the US Army     
Medical Corps logo design adopted in 1902. Both 
designs consisting of two fighting snakes coiled 
around a central Staff with outstretched wings,   
however the CAMA design differs from both in that in 
the CAMA design the wings wrap around the globe 
and are overprinted with Civil Aviation Medical     
Association. At the bottom of the CAMA design are 
olive branches and olives symbolizing peace and 
friendship. The CAMA motto, “PRO BONO        
PUBLICO,” was positioned beneath meaning “to 
serve the field of civilian aviation interests for the 
public good.” The CAMA slogan, “HELP BUILD   
AVIATION,” was placed at the bottom meaning, “To 
assist in the development of American Aviation and 
aeronautical manpower to the greatest possible   

extent for national security and world peace.” The 
motto and slogan were separated by the year of 
CAMA’s launching, “1955.” The Caduceus of       
Hermes design was stylized and adopted by the US 
Army in 1902 (at the left below) as the symbol of the 
US Army Medical Corps, with its version having a 
larger head of the staff, having two larger wings, and 
two larger intertwined fighting snakes with the heads 
of the snakes at the top. The middle symbol below is 
the Caduceus of Hermes from which the US Army 
design originated. The symbol below to the right is 
the Rod of Asclepius, which historically represents 
medicine and healing. 

Since 1955 there have been occurrences of vendor 
produced CAMA pamphlets, brochures, bags,     
banners, plaques, medallions, and lapel pins made 
with design anomalies that have occurred and had 
gone unnoticed for long periods of time to the      
current CAMA Executive Board’s surprise. Equally, 
over the nearly 70 years since CAMA was formed, 
many inventions and technological breakthroughs 
have opened the gates for widespread global air 
travel innovation, as well as for initial venturing into 
civil commercial space operations. The CAMA      
Executive Board (EB) at the Feb 2023 meeting 
agreed an ad hoc CAMA Logo Committee should be 
formed for assessing the history and status of the 
CAMA Logo being used, to make recommendations 
for immediately needed changes, and to develop 
ideas for a new CAMA Logo design creation. After 
developing a CAMA Logo specification from logo 
committee member’s ideas, Logos were drafted by a 
professional graphic design company based on 
ideas/images we as a committee chose to convey 
what represents the mission of this Association, 
within the constraints of CAMA Bylaws, “Looking to 
the future but remembering the past…”               
Considerations for use of the designs were based on 
the logo use on lapel pins, letterhead, advertising, 
large   banners, and on large presentation screens. 
Below are the EB chosen two logo designs, 1 & 2, 
for the new CAMA logos. The first design will be 
used in black and white, full color, and both designs 
are available with or without a CAMA abbreviation      
positioned beneath the logo. The full color design 1 
symbolism starts with the central Rod of Asclepius, 
which historically represents medicine and healing, 
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(Continued on Page 10) 

Original 1955 CAMA Seal 



 
with outstretched broad wings symbolizing flight. At 
the top of the Rod of Asclepius, are two small yellow 
stars representing Aviation and Space, with a larger 
central yellow star representing the merger into   
Aerospace. The red flying ship streaks from the    
atmosphere of Earth with a trajectory towards the 
Pleiades open star cluster (Seven Sisters)           
representing travel into space. The CAMA motto, 
“PRO BONO PUBLICO,” is positioned beneath 
meaning “to serve the field of civilian aviation       
interests for the public good.”  
 

The Pleiades are an asterism, or pattern of stars, as 
well as an open star cluster, made up of more than 
1,000 stars. They are located in the constellation 
Taurus and are about 410 light-years from Earth. 
Also known as the "Seven Sisters" and Messier 45, 

they derive their English name from Greek legend in 
which the stars represent the daughters of the ocean 
nymph Pleione. Astronaut theorists and believers in 
aliens suggest there's an extraterrestrial species 
from the Pleiades star cluster called the Pleiadians. 
Scientists estimate that the entire cluster is no more 
than 150 million years old, and possibly as young as 
75 million.  
 
The second logo design for use when an open-style 
design is wanted, also has the central Rod of       

Asclepius, which historically represents 
medicine and healing, with outstretched 
broad wings symbolizing flight. The red    
flying starship streaks from the atmosphere 
of Earth with a trajectory traveling into 
space, with stars surrounding the daylight 
side of the Globe representing aviation and 
space travel. The CAMA motto, “PRO      
BONO PUBLICO,” is positioned beneath 
meaning “to serve the field of civilian       
aviation interests for the public good.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The “stand alone” CAMA abbreviation is for use as 
situationally desired. 
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 Tackling the tough questions about 
healthcare avoidance in our pilot patients 

 

By William Hoffman MD 
 
William R. Hoffman MD is a   
neurologist and an affiliated      
assistant professor of aviation at 
the University of North Dakota 
John D. Odegard School of Aero-
space Science with an interest in 
aircrew brain health and pilot 
healthcare behavior. Follow him 
on Linkedin at: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/william
-hoffman-md-ame.  
 
 

Pilot healthcare anxiety is often well known within 
aerospace medicine. In fact, the military established 
flight surgeons – physicians who work closely and 
often fly with pilot patients – over a hundred years 
ago in hopes of addressing the issue. But despite a 
century of incredible progress in aviation, pilot 
healthcare anxiety remains an increasingly urgent 
concern. Amidst recent news, this is particularly the 
case for mental health. This article summarizes   
current research around pilot healthcare avoidance 
and raises questions about how aerospace medicine 
might work to address the challenges ahead.  
 
Our primary tool to ensure airmen meet medical 
standards is by asking about new symptoms or use 
of healthcare services. Pilots seeking care and    
disclosing new health information during aero-
medical screening run the risk – usually temporarily 
– of certification loss, potentially resulting in negative 
occupational and social repercussions. This        
paradigm can inadvertently leave some pilots  
weighing the risks of seeking care or disclosing 
health information against the risks to their career or 
hobby. For this reason, some have argued that    
pilots face a barrier to seeking medical care due to 
what a change in health status might mean for their 
flying status. Of course, this is not news to most  
aeromedical physicians. Informal conversation with 
an off-duty AME may include surprise at how much 
one airman was willing to share and questions at 
what was left unsaid by another. But despite this 
experience, new data is making clear just how prev-
alent this issue remains. A study of 3,765 US pilots 
published in Journal of Occupational and Environ-
mental Medicine showed that 56.1% reported a   
history of healthcare avoidance (defined by as self-
reported history of at least one of the following: in-
complete disclosure during aeromedical screening, 
new and non-disclosed symptoms, non-disclosed 
prescription medication use or informal healthcare 
seeking) due to fear for loss of flying status. Perhaps 
not surprisingly, pilot groups associated with      
compensation – including being in a union or flying 

commercially – reported higher rates than others. 
Interestingly, healthcare avoidance seems to extend 
beyond the United States – a recent study published 
in Occupational Medicine of over 5,000 pilots 
showed nearly the same rate of healthcare       
avoidance due to fear for loss of flying status         
between US and Canadian pilots. In short, pilot 
healthcare avoidance appears to be prevalent in the 
US and beyond.  
 
The US aerospace system is incredibly safe, made 
so by system redundances and the incredible work 
of safety sensitive personnel across the enterprise.  
So how does pilot healthcare avoidance fit in? We 
feel this story is less safety and more about the 
presence of an unintended healthcare barrier that 
our pilot patients face. Unfortunately, such a barrier 
may have consequences. A Journal of Occupational 
and Environmental Medicine publication showed 
60.2% of a sample of US pilots reported a history of 
forgoing or delaying medical care due to fear for loss 
of flying status. Delaying medical care can have 
consequences on health outcomes, evidenced by 
the same sample reporting a lower likelihood of 
seeking medical care for various durations of chest 
pain compared to non-pilot controls. Delayed 
presentation to care can influence health outcomes 
in select circumstances and may ultimately have a 
negative impact on the health of the pilot patients for 
whom we care. While these data are self-reported 
with risk of bias, clinical experience supports the  
existence of healthcare anxiety in the population 
with potential implications to care. If the purpose of 
the aeromedical system is to ensure pilots are 
healthy and fit for duty, these data challenge us to 
think hard about how we might do better. More 
broadly, these data challenge us as aerospace   
physicians to consider our role in addressing these 
perceived barriers in the aeromedical system of the 
future.  
 
How do we better meet the unique healthcare needs 
of pilots while maintaining aviation’s exceptional 
safety record? It is an open question. But despite 
the long-term questions ahead, there are several 
short-term actions we can take to mitigate these 
challenges. First, talk openly about pilot healthcare 
seeking anxiety. Raising awareness about the     
perceived barriers pilots face in seeking care       
encourages the shared use of terms and exploration 
of potential solutions at many levels within the     
system, ranging from policy to individual clinical 
care. Second, tell success stories. Misinformation 
about certification, special issuances, and            
disqualifying conditions continues to exist. Telling 
true stories about pilots getting the care they need 
and safely returning to duty within policy guidance 
not only normalizes care seeking but can also     
provide instruction about processes. This may be 
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 particularly helpful related to mental health amidst 
existing stigma. Finally, support research. This can 
take many forms, ranging from leading your own 
efforts to advocating for research funding. The     
Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA) is soon to 
publish research priorities related to mental health in 
aviation that aim to optimize both mental wellness 
and safety. AMEs and aerospace medicine         
physicians should spread the word, encourage    
researchers (including those in graduate programs 
looking for projects) to tackle these questions and 
incorporate evolving data into their practices. Similar 
research prioritization efforts should be considered 
in other aerospace medicine fields to help focus  
efforts to address the most pressing questions 
ahead. 
 
Want to read more by Billy Hoffman?  
Here is an article from Air and Space Forces entitled 
“Lie to Fly”, in which Dr. Hoffman is quoted: 
https://www.airandspaceforces.com/air-force-pilot-
mental-health/  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Op-Ed – Seattle Times 
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/we-study-
airline-pilot-mental-health-heres-how-we-can-do-
better/  
 
Op-Ed – Medpage Today 
https://www.medpagetoday.com/opinion/second-
opinions/106432  
 
Op-Ed - Scientific American  
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/we-need-
to-change-the-system-that-keeps-pilots-from-
seeking-mental-health-care/  
 
The views expressed in this article are only those of 
the author and do not necessarily reflect those of 
any other organization.  

 

 
 
NOTE: The articles published in this newsletter are presented for informational purposes and topics 
of discussion and do not necessarily represent the opinions or recommendations of the Civil          
Aviation Medical Association.

https://www.airandspaceforces.com/air-force-pilot-mental-health/
https://www.airandspaceforces.com/air-force-pilot-mental-health/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/we-study-airline-pilot-mental-health-heres-how-we-can-do-better/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/we-study-airline-pilot-mental-health-heres-how-we-can-do-better/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/we-study-airline-pilot-mental-health-heres-how-we-can-do-better/
https://www.medpagetoday.com/opinion/second-opinions/106432
https://www.medpagetoday.com/opinion/second-opinions/106432
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/we-need-to-change-the-system-that-keeps-pilots-from-seeking-mental-health-care/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/we-need-to-change-the-system-that-keeps-pilots-from-seeking-mental-health-care/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/we-need-to-change-the-system-that-keeps-pilots-from-seeking-mental-health-care/
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PASM Perspectives: A Student’s Experience 

with UTMB's Aerospace Medicine Course 

 

Section 1: The Course Overview  
 
The Principles of Aviation and Space Medicine 
(PASM) course, hosted annually by the University of 
Texas Medical Branch (UTMB), has long been a  
cornerstone of introductory Aerospace Medicine   
experiences. The course was an intensive three-
week program featuring daily online lectures from 8 
am to 5 pm, immersing us in introductory Aviation 
and Space Medicine topics. This year, it took on a 
new dimension with the addition of a one-week,      
in-person workshop in Houston, Texas. 
 
Section 2: Course Content  
 
Throughout the course, we delved into fascinating 
subjects such as orbital mechanics, spatial           
disorientation, aviation/spaceflight and body system 
specific physiology and pathology, civil aviation  
safety, aviation/spaceflight psychology, and diving 
medicine, among others. The highlight was the    
opportunity to learn from renowned leaders in the 
field, representing institutions like UTMB, Mayo Clin-
ic, NASA, the FAA, and Commercial Space        
Companies, just to name a few. The course      
broadened my perspective on the vast and exciting 
domain of Aerospace Medicine. 
 
Section 3: Networking and Collaboration  
 
In addition to the knowledge gained, I had the      
privilege of networking with peers who shared my 
passion for Aviation and Space Medicine. This field, 
although niche, fosters a unique sense of             
camaraderie among like-minded individuals. It was a 
rare chance to "nerd out" with fellow enthusiasts and 
forge valuable connections for the future. 
 
As the course continued, it was clear that this was 
more than just an academic pursuit. Meeting peers 

who shared my curiosity and ambition in aerospace 
medicine was a highlight. In the often-isolated world 
of medical training, this course was the first time I 
could engage with others who were equally           
fascinated by the subject matter. Our shared        
enthusiasm for aviation and space medicine became 
a source of inspiration and motivation. 
 
Section 4: Student Presentations  
 
The course culminated in a day where students    
presented on an Aerospace Medicine-related topic. 
The presentations were awe-inspiring, showcasing 
the depth of knowledge and enthusiasm among my 
peers. It reassured me that the future of aerospace 
medicine is indeed in capable hands. 
 
Section 5: The In-Person Workshop  
 
Following the virtual course, we embarked on the 
first annual UTMB post-course, in-person workshop 
in Houston, TX. The first two days, we attended    
lectures at the Neutral Buoyancy Lab, experiencing 
firsthand the challenges of hypoxia on aviators, the 
physiology and treatment of decompression         
sickness, and exploring space suit design and 
EMUs. We even had the privilege of touring the NBL 
pool and experiencing the dive and altitude       
chambers. 
 
On day three, we embarked on an unforgettable tour 
of Johnson Space Center.  While there, we learned 
about countermeasure systems, environmental 
health systems, and health maintenance systems. 
Special access to Mission Control, the Space       
Vehicle Mockup Facility, and the Countermeasures 
Training Room made this an unforgettable            
experience. 
 
On the fourth day, we ventured to Galveston, TX, the 
home of UTMB's Public Health and Aerospace     
Medicine office. There, we continued our exploration 
of Aviation Medicine, learning from esteemed faculty 
at Mayo Clinic and UTMB. The day culminated in a 
spirited game of Aerospace Medicine Jeopardy, 
where we tested our knowledge and camaraderie 
with current UTMB faculty/NASA Aerospace        
Medicine physicians. 
 
The last day was reserved for tours of commercial 
aerospace companies and Ellington Field. We 
gained valuable insights into the cutting-edge       
developments happening in the aerospace industry 
and flight training of current astronauts, reaffirming 
the innovation and growth potential of this field. 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on Page 14) 

Corey Morris is a current 2nd 
year family medicine resident 
with The Appalachian          
Osteopathic Postgraduate 
Training Institute Consortium 
(A-Optic) at Lake  Cumberland 
Regional Hospital in Somerset, 
KY.  He is a graduate of     
LMU-DeBusk College of              
Osteopathic Medicine in     
Harrogate, TN as well as   

Tennessee Technological University in Cookeville, TN.  
He is passionate about rural outpatient family medicine, 
wound care/hyperbaric medicine, and aviation/space 



Section 6: Conclusion and Future Plans  
 
My journey in Aerospace Medicine with UTMB has 
been nothing short of transformative. It has solidified 
my pursuit of a career in this field, and I am deeply 
grateful for the opportunities it has afforded me. The 
course and in-person workshop have expanded my 
horizons and kindled a passion that will guide my 
future endeavors, and most importantly, gave me a 
chance to forge many new friendships along the 
way. 
 
 
 
 
 

Closing Remarks:  I would like to express my     
sincere gratitude to CAMA for allowing me to join 
this organization as a resident member and share 
my recent journey. I encourage all readers with an 
interest in Aerospace Medicine to explore this       
dynamic field. Feel free to reach out with questions 
or to connect with a fellow enthusiast. 
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First – some basic pathology: 
 
Normally, we see a clear image when the light from 
a given point is focused by the refractive system of 
the eye (cornea and lens) on the retinal surface into 
a single point. If the light is focused in front of or 
behind the retina; we will see a blurred image. Also, 
if the light is not focused into a single point, we will 
see a blurred or skewed image.  
 
If the light is focused in front of the retina, this is 
called myopia. Behind the retina is hyperopia. In 
case the light is not focused in a single point, this 
happens in case of astigmatism. Astigmatism can 
be regular (light is focused in two points) or irregular 
(the focus is multiple/ill-defined points). (figure 11) 
 

What is Keratoconus “KC”: 
 
Normally the ocular surface is regular and reaches 
its final size and shape around the age of 18-20. In 
cases of KC the cornea is not as rigid or stable as it 
should be, so it yields under the ocular pressure into 

(Continued on Page 16) 

A Glance on Keratoconus 
By Dr. Noha Maher Emara, MS, ICO, FRCS Glasgow  

 

Noha Maher is an Egyptian female ophthalmologist and a long-time participant in CAMA activities, 
publications, and Annual Scientific Meetings.  She graduated with honors in December 2006 from 
Ain Shams  university. In 2011 she received her master’s degree and in 2015 FRCS Glasgow in 
ophthalmology. Dr. Noha has worked for about ten years as an ophthalmologist and an AME in the 
Aeromedical council, Egyptian Ministry of Civil Aviation.  Dr. Noha loves reading, dancing, painting 
and watching adventurous, fantasy and horror movies. She also sometimes writes poetry. 
 
 

Please also see Dr. Noha’s article entitled “Inverted Globe Scan by Ultrasound” in 
the December 2019 edition of The Flight Physician on the CAMA website.  

Dr. Noha enjoying a balloon flight          

in Luxor, Egypt (August 2023) 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Figure 1 
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a dome shape, which is inferior by the effect of   
gravity. (figure 22,33). This results in a change in the 
refractive state of the eye. Early by myopic        
astigmatism. Later the cornea becomes irregular so 
that there’s no possible spectacle correction.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why do we need to know about KC!!!? 
 
KC is a bilateral disease, luckily it is not symmetrical. 
Usually there’s a good eye and a bad eye. The prob-
lem is that it is progressive. KC usually presents in 
the late teens and early twenties. It may progress for 
10-20 years, then may slow or stabilize. The early 
stages are sometimes misdiagnosed. 
 
Does KC have symptoms?  
 
Usually the first symptom is frequent change of 
spectacle prescription. Other symptoms include 
blurred vison, halos, light streaks, double vision and 
light sensitivity.  
 
Furthermore, an eye with KC is more fragile than a 
normal eye. It carries the risk of rupture with blunt 
trauma. 
 
We need to screen, who? 
 
Children and adolescents with changing vision or 
increasing astigmatism. The earlier keratoconus is 

diagnosed, the better the chance of optimizing these 
patients’ visual outcomes4 
 
Can KC be cured? And how? 
 
KC is a treatable disease. Collagen crosslinking is 
the only treatment currently available to stop or slow 
down the progress of the disease. It also may result 
in some flattening of the corneal bulge. 
 
Crosslinking achieves this through a chemical reac-
tion using a combination of riboflavin (vitamin B2) 
and ultraviolet (UVA) light to strengthen the cross-
links between the collagen fibers within the stroma 
layer of the cornea5. (figure 45) 

 
 
For mild KC contact lens fitting can help achieve a 
clearer vision. Late neglected cases may require 
corneal transplantation.  
 
We need to screen, who? 
 
KC is a progressive bilateral disease.                  
Ophthalmologists should have a high suspicion    
index in case of frequent prescription change or high 
astigmatism. The best outcome is as early as      
possible treatment. 
 
References: 

1. https://www.warbyparker.com/learn/refraction-eye-

exam 

2. https://barryandsargent.co.nz/eye-health/

keratoconus/ 

3. https://www.clevelandeyeclinic.com/eye-disease-

ohio/keratoconus/ 

4. https://crstodayeurope.com/articles/jan-2022/pearls

-for-keratoconus-screening-and-treatment/

#:~:text=Until%20this%20becomes%20an%

20attainable,optimizing%20these%20patients'%

20visual%20outcomes 

5. https://www.keratoconus.org.au/treatments/corneal
-collagen-crosslinking/ 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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Sherry Sandoval 
CAMA Executive Vice President 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Dues and Membership 2024 
 
The CAMA Board voted during the Fall Executive 
Board Meeting October 4, 2023, in Omaha,        
Nebraska, to increase CAMA Membership Dues for 
2024.  Regular membership dues for a calendar 
year will be $250.00, Sustain Membership will be 
$500.00, a fully retired AME may retain CAMA 
membership for $85.00, Life Membership will be 
$2500.00 for a Life Membership, and $Corporate 
Membership will be $550.00.  Medical Students, 
Interns, Residents, and Fellows may become 
CAMA members at no cost.   The various dues 
forms are available at the end of this newsletter 
and can also be accessed on the Members Lounge 
page of the CAMA website at www.civilavmed.org.  
Please take a few moments and pay your 2024 
CAMA dues so that you do not miss out on any 
news or activities. 
 
Most individuals paying dues are using the links on 
the CAMA website to complete the necessary 
forms and to make their payments. The CAMA 
website has advanced security, easy access to 
news and information, and links to important FAA        
information and websites, such as the AME Guide, 
the AME Minute, FAA AME training seminar  
schedule, the Federal Air Surgeon Bulletin and the 
Pilot Minute files.  These important links are on the 
landing page of the CAMA website. 
 
Call the CAMA Home Office at 770-487-0100 or 
email civilavmed@aol.com if you have questions or 
experience problems. 
 

2023 Annual Scientific Meeting Held in  
Omaha, Nebraska 

 
The Annual Scientific Meeting was held at the  
DoubleTree Hotel in downtown Omaha October 5-
7, 2023.  There were 135 total participants at the 
meeting, including two FAA representatives, eight 
one-day lecturers, one keynote speaker, 13 guests, 
and 108 medical professionals, of whom 60 were 
FAA designated AMEs.  We had 22 individuals   
representing 11 of our Corporate Members        
participating in the meeting, with five hosting exhibit 
tables during the meeting. 
 

One of the most popular activities of the Omaha 
meeting was the field trip to the Strategic Air    
Command (SAC) Museum and our catered dinner 
in the atrium of the museum under the wings of the 
beautiful Blackbird war plane. The museum       
personnel had both of the simulators online for our 
guests to try out.  The manipulations that our many 
pilots put those machines through were fascinating 
to watch from the ground! 
 
At the Honors Night Banquet, our keynote speaker, 
Byers W. Shaw, MD, spoke of his experiences as a 
transplant surgeon who also experienced anxiety at 
the peak of his career.  Dr. Shaw was presented 
the Forrest and Pamela Bird Recognition Award for 
his contributions to aviation medicine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Home Office Activities and Information 

(Continued on Page 18) 

David G. Schall, MD, MPH, 
CAMA President, presenting 
Byers W. Shaw, MD, with the 
Bird Recognition Award. 

Byers W. Shaw, MD, 
Honors Night Keynote 
Speaker 
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As part of the Honors Night Ceremonies, outgoing 
CAMA President David G. Schall, MD, MPH, passed 
the gavel to incoming President Leigh L. Speicher, 
MD, MPH.  Gregory A. Pinnell, MD, was elected as 
President-Elect, and Kris M. Belland, DO, MPH, was 
elected as Vice-President of Management and   
Planning.  The remaining officers were unchanged.   
 
The following Trustees were elected to serve a term 
expiring in October 2026: 
 

Herminio Cuervo-Delgado, MD, MPH 
Daniel Danczyk, MD, MPH 
Fred A. Furgang, MD 
Farhad Sahiar, MD, MS 
Alex M. Wolbrink, MD, MS 
 
 

Honors Night Awards 
 
Matthew M. Cooper, MD, MBA, was the recipient of 
the Audie and Bernice Davis Award sponsored by 
Harvey Watt and Company in recognition of his    
outstanding performance as an Aviation Medical  
Examiner (AME) and  exceptional service to airmen, 
the aviation/aerospace industry, and to the FAA. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Jim and Sammie Harris Award was presented to 
R. Ronan Murphy, MBChB, CAMA Vice President of 
Education, for his exceptional service and             
excellence in coordinating outstanding educational 
content for the CAMA Annual Scientific Meetings 
and CAMA Sunday programs since 2018. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The President’s Commendation Award recipient was 
Alison Leston, MD, PhD, for having been              
instrumental in arranging CAMA’s Educational      
Program for the past two years, including articles for 
the newsletter, lectures at the Annual Scientific 
Meetings and participating as a panel member of the 
FAA Neurology Review Board.  
 

2023 CAMA Fellows 
 
CAMA was very proud to announce two new CAMA 
Fellows for 2023: 
 
Charles R. Fisher, MD, MPH and  
Marsha Reekie, RN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(Continued on Page 19) 

Dr. Matthew M. Cooper 
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David G. Schall, MD, 
MPH and Harris 
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David G. Schall, MD, 
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Commendation 
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Alison, Leston, 
MD, PhD 
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Passing of the Gavel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
At the end of the Honors Night Ceremonies, the  
gavel and President’s pin were passed from David 
G. Schall, MD, MPH, who served as President from 
2021 through 2023, to Leigh L. Speicher, MD, MPH, 
incoming CAMA President for 2023 through 2025. 
 

Presidential Service Award 
 
CAMA wishes to express to David G. Schall, MD, 
MPH, our heartfelt gratitude for his service as     
President for 2021 through 2023.  His wise council 
and unfailing patience, not to mention his somewhat 
dry sense of humor, got us through many a         
challenging situation over the past three years.  We 
appreciate you, Dr. Schall and wish you the best of 
luck going forward. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(Continued on Page 20) 

David G. Schall, MD, MPH, and 
Marsha Reekie, RN 

David G. Schall, MD, MPH, receiving the        
Presidential Service Award from Gerald W.     
Saboe, DO, MPH, Past President and Chair of the 
Awards Committee. 

 

Leigh L. Speicher, MD, MPH, incoming CAMA       
President and David G. Schall, MD, MPH, outgoing 
CAMA President 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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2024 Annual Scientific Meeting in  
Jacksonville, Florida 

 
Thee Sheraton Hotel Jacksonville will host our 2024 
Annual Scientific Meeting in Jacksonville, Florida, 
September 19-21, 2024.  The hotel is located near a 
large shopping mall and a number of restaurants 
and has free parking for meeting participants. 
 
Our plans are to have a meet-and-greet cocktail   
party on Thursday evening at a new Flight Base of 
Operations (FBO) facility at the Jacksonville          
Executive Airport. The FBO hangar is currently     
undergoing renovations and improvements that will 
be completed by the time of the 2024 Annual         
Scientific Meeting. Ryan Smith, Chief Growth Officer 
of JAX Executive at the KCRG Airport, promises a 
number of beautiful aircraft will be staged in the     
upgraded hangar around which we will spend an 
hour or so with light appetizers and a couple of cash 
bars to relax and network with the attendees and 
those corporate members who elect to participate in 
the conference activities. Ryan has also indicated 
that in honor of the annual meeting, he will offer 
tiedown and aviation fuel incentives for any CAMA 
attendees who fly into JAX Executive Airport and 
use his FBO for services. Additional information will 
be provided next year once registration for the 2024  
Annual Scientific Meeting opens in May of 2024. 
 
The newly established Deerwood Castle and     
Jacksonville Sports Car Museum to host the second 
leg of our field trip and catered dinner among an 
amazing collection of exotic cars, some of which    
belonged to celebrities and several from some well-
known movies (all of which are for sale, so bring 
your wallets)!  Deerwood Castle will be designing a 
terrific menu for us over the next few months. 
 
Both the new FBO (it is currently in operation, even 
during the renovations) and Deerwood Castle/
Jacksonville Sports Car Museum are new           
businesses in the area, and CAMA is proud to work 
with and support these local establishments to host 
various aspects of our 2024 annual meeting field 
trip. 
 
Leigh Speicher, MD, MPH, the new CAMA President 
for the 2024 and 2025 Annual Meetings lives in  
Jacksonville and works at Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, 
so having her first Annual Scientific Meeting as 
CAMA President take place in her home town will be 
a special occasion.  We hope to be able to invite a 
number of specialists from Mayo Clinic Jacksonville 
to speak at the 2024 meeting.  CAMA Trustee      
Sergio Seoane, MD, is in negotiations with NOAA to        
arrange a presentation by the “hurricane chasers” of 
that organization during our meeting. 

2025 Annual Scientific Meeting in 
Spokane, Washington 

 
We are very excited to announce that our 2025    
Annual Scientific Meeting will take place September 
18-20, 2025, at the Mirabeau Park Hotel in         
Spokane, Washington. The hotel includes a         
fabulous destination restaurant called Max, and 
Chef Andrew has promised us an amazing dining 
experience    during our conference! 
 
The Forrest Bird Aviation Museum and Inventor  
Center, located at Pappy Boyington Field just north 
of Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, is a short bus ride from the 
Mirabeau Park Hotel and will host our 2025 field trip 
and catered dinner.  Forrest M. Bird, MD, PhD, was 
President of CAMA 1993-1995, and was a            
tremendous supporter of the organization until his 
death in 2015.  His wife, Pamela Riddle Bird, carried 
on his support of CAMA until her passing later in 
2015.  Her daughter, Rachel Riddle Schwam, is the 
Executive Director of the museum and looks forward 
to hosting CAMA at Dr. Bird’s museum among some 
of his favorite airplanes, cars, and amazing           
inventions, including the first mechanical respirator 
and the “Babybird” respirator that reduced the rate 
of breathing-related infant mortality from 70% to 
10%.  To read more about this fascinating individual, 
check out his Wikipedia page at Forrest Bird - Wik-
ipedia. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forrest_Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forrest_Bird
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 
 

Online Training, Refresher, and Resources for Continuing Medical Education (CME) Credit 
 

With the potential travel and meeting restrictions imposed by COVID-19, opportunities for AME training and 
CME may  become somewhat limited. 
 

Ronan Murphy, MBChB, the CAMA Vice President of Education, has indicated that there are still resources 
online for those AMEs who need training and/or CME credits.  Please see the information and links listed 
below. 
 

If you are interested in becoming an AME, please contact the FAA Regional Office responsible for your  
locality. AME seminar attendance requires advance approval of the AAM-400 Education Division. 
 

Available resources from FAA 400 Education Division: 
  

1. FAA AME refresher courses may be moved to a Zoom format if necessitated by COVID-20 restrictions. 
Click the link below to access the course schedules 2022: 

 

https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/
seminar_schedule/ 
 

• Attendance requires approval in advance.  Contact your Regional Flight Surgeon for approval, 
and the RFS staff will check availability for the course of your choice. 

• Registration opens three months prior to the start date of the seminar. 
• Participants must be have an FAA Designee Registration System account (DRS) to sign up for 

the AME Refresher course 
• If you do not have an account on DRS and wish to have one, click the following link for           

instructions:  
 

https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/
media/drs.pdf  
 

2.    To locate other online courses that offer CME, click the following link: 
 

https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/
ametraining/ 

 

• Clinical Aerospace Physiology Review for Aviation Medical Examiners (CAPAME) – 6 hours 
American Association of Family Practitioners (AAFP) CME credit available 

• Multimedia Aviation Medical Examiner Refresher Course (MAMERC) 3.0 - 6 hours AAFP CME 
credit available 

 
FEDERAL AIR SURGEON’S PILOT MINUTE VIDEO FILES 

(To activate each link, use “control” and “mouse click” at the same time) 
 

 

Pilot Minute: How can I get my medical certification if I have high blood pressure? 
Pilot Minute: Is there a better way to get medical documents to the FAA? 
Pilot Minute: Do I have to report all skin cancers? 
Pilot Minute: How can I get my medical certification if I have high blood pressure? 
Pilot Minute: Is there a better way to get medical documents to the FAA? 
Pilot Minute: How can I survive a crash in the desert? 
Pilot Minute: What are some important safety considerations regarding sunglasses? 
Pilot Minute: What is a verbal authorization and how does it work? 
Pilot Minute: Why is it important to report disability benefits in MedXPress? 
Pilot Minute: What is jet lag and how can I prevent it? 
Pilot Minute: How is the FAA approaching new treatments for cancer? 
Pilot Minute: How do we encourage the brightest minds into aviation? 
Pilot Minute: How do I check my application status in MedXPress? 
Pilot Minute: Is it okay to fly if I’m just a little tired? 
Pilot Minute: What should I do if I have depression or anxiety? 
Pilot Minute: Why is it important to assess my health before piloting an aircraft? 
Pilot Minute: Why is it important to do a PRICE check before and during a flight? 
Pilot Minute: Why is it important to be careful with over-the-counter cold and sleep medications? 

https://www.faa.gov/licenses_certificates/medical_certification/rfs/
https://www.faa.gov/contact_faa/?returnPage=M%2FW%21%29NZN%2B88DEO8P%3AW%3AAJCY%5E%26CY%29%28H%24P9%5F0%2E%24CXZ%24T8BZ%3A%27%28%3B%5C7%3ANG%29%2EJGA%3D8%0AMBKV%3D%5DDI9%27%40%2F%5D4%5E%3EF5%2163%5CJ%22%2BA%24ZRG%29%22%3EDGG%40%22%25N%2AEIBX9%28ROA%29%3E%3A%3
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/seminar_schedule/
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/seminar_schedule/
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/media/drs.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/media/drs.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/ametraining/
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/ametraining/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfaedFAuijo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qj7NOTz6wjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOBbn_KcezQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfaedFAuijo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qj7NOTz6wjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFaZjpPUyMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqm62EnYLpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4ZiT5qOnh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Hzx4Zn2Vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFLCbRaxMb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKBg8Cq33dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE5O2ipFmto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT_1FPbPBRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZNnay24dNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Snoc-g63Ueg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6pGhLLP3KY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E56AmOTSues
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUJWI2gBytA
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AVIATION MEDICAL EXAMINER (AME) SEMINAR SCHEDULE 
 

For full information, visit the FAA web site at:  https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/
designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/seminar_schedule/ 

DATE OF SEMINAR SEMINAR LOCATION SEMINAR TYPE 

January 26-28, 2024 San Diego, CA Refresher 

March 4-8, 2024 Oklahoma City, OK Basic 

April 12-14, 2024 VIRTUAL Refresher 

May 6-9, 2024 Chicago, IL AsMA 

June 10-14, 2024 Oklahoma City, OK Basic 

August 9-11, 2024 TBD Refresher 

September 19-21, 2024 Jacksonville, FL CAMA 

October 21-15, 2024 Oklahoma City, OK Basic 

November 22-24, 2024 TBD Refresher 

 

The FAA recommends that you make sure all travel and lodging reservations are refundable. While        
scheduled to proceed as in-person seminars, one or more of these sessions may be rescheduled as a virtual 
seminar with little notice.  These seminars will open for registration when the contract is approved and hotel 
room block information is received.  The CAMA seminar registration will open in May 2024. 
 
Register for a Refresher Seminar 
Registration opens three months prior to the start date of the seminar.  To register for a refresher seminar, 
you will need an account to access the Designee Registration System (DRS).  Please review the instructions 
(PDF) on the FAA web site for creating a DRS account.  Registration is open to the FAA Aviation Medical  
Examiner (AME) 
 
If you are interested in becoming an AME, please contact the FAA Regional Office responsible for your      
locality.  AME seminar attendance requires advance approval of the AAM-400 Education Division. 
 
Accreditation Statement 
The Civil Aerospace Medical Institute is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical      
Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. 
 
Seminar Types 
 
Basic 
A 4 1/2 day AME seminar focused on preparing physicians to be designated as Aviation Medical Examiners. 
Contact your Regional Flight Physician 
 
Refresher 
A 2 1/2 day AME refresher seminar consisting of 12 hours of AME specific subjects.  You must use the       
Designee Registration System (DRS) to register for a seminar. 
 
Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA) 
A 3 1/2 day AME seminar held in conjunction with the Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA).  Registration 
must be made through AsMA.  Call 703-739-2240, extension 106/107.  A registration fee is charged by AsMA 
to cover their overhead costs.  Registrants have full access to the AsMA meeting. 
 
Civil Aviation Medical Association (CAMA) 
Sanctioned by the FAA, this seminar is sponsored by the Civil Aviation Medical Association (CAMA) and 
does fulfill the FAA recertification training requirements.  Registration may be completed through the CAMA 
website Annual Meeting page (www.civilavmed.org) or by calling CAMA at 770-487-0100. 

https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/seminar_schedule/
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/seminar_schedule/
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AME MINUTE ISSUE GUIDE 
 

The FAA issues monthly reminders/updates for Aviation Medical Examiners in the form of a brief audio file 
with information on an important subject. Following is a summary of the most recent AME Minute issuances, 
in case you might have missed one.  AME Minute items may be accessed from the FAA archive at: https://
www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/videos/  
 
AME Minute: Why should I warn my pilots about kava and kratom? 
AME Minute: Why is it important to provide details in Item 60? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA add a CACI for essential tremor? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA add another medication for psychiatric conditions? 
AME Minute: Why are categories required for documents when uploading in AMCS?  
AME Minute: Why should I warn my pilots about kava and kratom? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA add a CACI for essential tremor? 
AME Minute: Why are categories required for documents when uploading in AMCS? 
AME Minute: Why do different categories of anticoagulants have different wait times? 
AME Minute: Why does the FAA now allow AASI recertification for pilots with a history of CHD? 
AME Minute: Why would a pilot need an interim medical certificate? 
AME Minute: Why are categories required for documents when uploading in AMCS? 
AME Minute: Why do I need to confirm a pilot’s name matches official identification? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA change vision limitations? 
AME Minute: Why are commercial balloon pilots asking for exams? 
AME Minute: Why do CACIs require specific verbiage? 
AME Minute: Why does the FAA list some medications as conditionally acceptable? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA revise the GO AME website? 
AME Minute: Medical Certification Updates for the AME – September 2017 
AME Minute: 10 Color Vision Testing 
AME Minute: Why should AMEs review visits to health professionals? 
AME Minute: Why would a pilot need a verbal authorization? 
AME Minute: Why did I receive a letter about a vision restriction? 
AME Minute: Why does the FAA disallow AMEs from using PRNC? 
AME Minute: Why does the FAA allow recertification of pilots with CHD? 
AME Minute: Why do different anticoagulants have different wait times? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA introduce a policy on the TAVR procedure? 
AME Minute: Why is the FAA concerned about left atrial appendage closure? 
AME Minute: Why are there new requirements for AFIB or A-Flutter? 
AME Minute: Why can breast cancer be issued by an AME? 
AME Minute: Why do AMEs need to update their profile in DMS annually? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA issue new guidance regarding pancreatitis? 
AME Minute: Why is the FAA concerned about Over the Counter Sleep Aids? 
AME Minute: Why does the monitoring protocol for ITDM require so many reports? 
AME Minute: Why is the FAA now certifying pilots who are on insulin? 
AME Minute: Why did the FAA add an upload feature to AMCS? 
AME Minute: Why do pilots need to be concerned about CBD products? 
AME Minute: Why do AMEs need to worry about Subpoenas? Part 2 

AME Minute: Why do AMEs need to worry about Subpoenas? 

AME Minute: Why is Unexplained Syncope Aeromedically Significant? 

AME Minute: Why is an evaluation required post myocardial infarction? 

AME Minute: Why is Chronic Immune Thrombocytopenia a CACI? 

AME Minute: Why was the CACI program developed? 

AME Minute: Why is an Incomplete Right Bundle Branch Block considered a normal variant? 

AME Minute: When is a Special Issuance required under BasicMed? 

AME Minute: What Makes Aerospace Medicine Unique? 

AME Minute: Near and Intermediate Vision Testing 

AME Minute: New Oral Anticoagulants in the DVT Protocol 

AME Minute: Identification of ECG Normal Variants Reduces Delays - Part 5 

AME Minute: Double Vision and Heterophoria Testing 

AME Minute: Aeromedical Implications of Disability Benefits Reported by Pilots 

AME Minute: Identification of ECG Normal Variants Reduces Delays - Part 4 

AME Minute: What’s So Special About Disposition Tables? 
AME Minute: What the FAA Needs to Know About Monovision Lenses 

AME Minute: Why did the FAA update criteria for PTSD? 

AME Minute: Identification of ECG Normal Variants Reduces Delays - Part 3 

AME Minute: Identification of ECG Normal Variants Reduces Delays - Part 2 

AME Minute: Identification of ECG Normal Variants Reduces Delays - Part 1 

https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/videos/
https://www.faa.gov/other_visit/aviation_industry/designees_delegations/designee_types/ame/videos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyBunWToKio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JTUVBE2Uu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1A00QL5ql1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEK0_OE8_GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=janiXn6XUjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyBunWToKio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1A00QL5ql1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=janiXn6XUjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFd_z6CmaZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gLH79oav68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxB6oau3Y6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=janiXn6XUjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz3bVP-XRUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eT0xVT68_cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBrNyjye7fQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPqtT5dYEHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zjYJUWfD_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkHTDN0TEMw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOsIwm3iLiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuYGKDBeXUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNLpA0_t9oM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zr5eRXV0VPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPhc-Ce2C6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93Jw0VOyXaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyLZffim6DU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDyc96oOcTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbpJlxSlzJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IC9jHKruVrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0m3_EWMjmNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOOkEhuZMoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGJsKRWMYpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fycnA5AlJZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_37yaw9g7eY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqjctWv1lXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvzNivZVI5k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfyir5eyXlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Leu0zFw9KE&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usjzgGdX6uk&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=2&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTBJ-BX39dY&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gR5zTRSuZ4&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZDgDBHcCag&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCaaP5Z_vV8&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBqip0Ol1us&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtEF64248SI&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GJ7FT3Lgkw&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1eisSwYX-k&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nErUDr3pCvg&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIE01jG0k4I&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEFeUm07QXk&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDTtzUlDd38&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUo0eYiAyRo&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqGmYmWIYAY&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYd9EjM8vFc&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lZ6r0LWgk0&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fhxRIS6qD8&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJ5Ve42n2yA&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SLLk9ZYvrs&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRKfSSMN9Vk&list=PL5vHkqHi51DQJbIBdxkfocUJaXR-bTPrJ&index=22


Civil Aviation Medical Association 
Sustaining, Corporate, and Life Members 

 

The financial resources of individual member dues alone cannot sustain the Association’s pursuit of its broad 
goals and objectives. Its fifty-plus-year history is documented by innumerable contributions toward aviation 
health and safety that have become a daily expectation by airline passengers worldwide.  Support from private 
and commercial sources is essential for CAMA to provide one of its most important functions: that of            
education. The following support CAMA through corporate and sustaining memberships, and we recognize the 
support of our lifetime members: 

Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA) 
320 South Henry Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314-3579 
www.asma.org 
 
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association (AOPA) 
421 Aviation Way 
Frederick, MD 21701 
www.aopa.org 
 
AirDocs Aeromedical Support Services 
Gregory Pinnell, MD 
MBS International Airport 
8430 Garfield Road 
Freeland, MI 48623 
www.airdocs.net 
 
Air Line Pilots Association, International 
John Taylor, National Pilot Assistance Chair 
7950 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 400 S 
McLean, VA 22102 
www.alpa.org 
 
Allied Pilots Association 
14600 Trinity Boulevard, Suite 500 
Fort Worth, TX 76155 
www.alliedpilots.org 
  
Aviation Medicine Advisory Service 
15530 E. Broncos Parkway, Suite 350 
Centennial, CO 80112 
www.aviationmedicine.com 
 
Barnett Law Offices, LLC 
Aviation Legal Services 
8411 Pyott Road, Suite 100 
Lake in the Hills, IL 60156 
www.BarnettLegal.com 
 
 
 

BetterNight Solutions 
54714 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92123 
www.betternight.com 
 
Harvey Watt & Company, Inc, 
P. O. Box 20787 
Atlanta, GA 30320-9990 
www.harveywatt.com 
 
The Ison Law Firm 
Anthony Ison, Esq. 
P. O. Box 6342 
Lakeland, FL 33807 
www.thepilotlawyer.com 
 
MedAire, Inc. 
4722 N. 24th Street, Suite 450 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
www.medaire.com 
 
Pilot Medical Solutions, Inc. 
David Hale, CEO 
7220 NW 63rd Street 
Bethany, OK 73008 
www.leftseat.com 
 
Somnomed 
6513 Windcrest Drive, Suite 100 
Plano, TX 75024 
www.somnomed.com 
 
Wingman Med, LLC 
225 N. Pace Boulevard, Suite 410 
Pensacola, FL 32505 
PilotDoctors.com (Find an AME) 
www.wingmanmed.com 

Corporate Members & Sponsors 
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NOTE: The articles published in this newsletter are presented for informational           
purposes and topics of discussion and do not necessarily represent the opinions or                   
recommendations of the Civil Aviation Medical Association.

http://pilotdoctors.com/


 

Life Members 

 

Prof. Michael Bagshaw, MB BCh 

Raymond S. Basri, MD, FACS 

Sanjeev Batra, DO 

Kris M. Belland, DO, MPH 

Michael A. Berry, MD, MS 

David E. Blocker, MD, MPH 

Michael Boyer, MD 

Bascom K. Bradshaw, DO, MPH 

John R. Capurro, MD 

Daljeet Kimberley Chawla, MBBS, FCGP, DNBE 

George H. Coupe, DO 

Bill B. Curtis, MD 

Daniel A. Danczyk, MD, MPH 

Andrew J. Davis, MD 

M. Craig Delaughter, MD, PhD 

Rolando (Roy) Diaz, MD 

Mark C. Eidson, MD 

Mohammed Eisa, MD 

Tony Evans, MD 

Donna Ewy, MD 

Thomas B. Faulkner, MD 

Edmond Feeks, MD, MPH 

Christopher F. Flynn, MD 

James R. Fraser, MD, MPH 

Christopher Freeze, ATP 

Aynalem Gebremariam, MD 

Robert Gordon, DO 

Richard T. Grossart, MD, MPH 

Bradley K. Harrison, MD 

Dottie Hildebrand-Trembley, RN 

Ernst J. Hollman, MD 

Petra A. Illig, MD 

Danny S. Julian, MD 

Joseph Kearns, DO 

Atsuo Kikuchi, MD 

Stephen M. Kirkland, MD 

Stephen D. Leonard, MD 

Alex M. Leonard, MD 

Harriet A. Lester, MD 

Ernest J. Meinhardt, MD 

Andrew H. Miller, MD 

Robert M. Monberg, MD 

Story Musgrave, MD, PhD 

Thomas Nguyen, MD 

Michael G. Nosko, MD, PhD 

Hugh J. O’Neill, MD 

Dean M. Olson, MD 

Gregory L. Ostrom, MD 

Milton A. Padgett, MD 

Rob G. Parrish, MD, PhD 

Michael A. Pimentel, DO 

Jeffrey P. Powell, MD, DDS 

Stephen A. Rath, MD 

Scott Redrick, MD 

Sean Kevin Roden, MD 

Robert M. Roeshman, MD 

Mark S. Rubin, MD 

Gerald W. Saboe, DO, MPH 

Philip Sidell, MD 

Sergio B. Seoane, MD 

Kazuhito Shimada, MD 

Brian Smalley, DO 

Basil P. Spyropoulos, MD 

E. Warren Stadler, Jr., MD 

Gordon C. Steinagle, DO, MPH 

Ruth Steward, RN 

Shepard B. Stone, DMSc, PA 

Frederick E. Tilton, MD, MPH 

Robert Abe Timmons, DO 

Salil C. Tiwari, MD 

Lars Tjensvoll, MD 

Bruce A. Van Dop, DO 

Stephen J. H. Veronneau, MD, MS 

Kathryn Weesner, MD 

Alex M. Wolbrink, MD, MS 
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Christopher Todd Anderson, MD, MS 
Dayton, OH 45458-3599 
Specialty: Psychiatry/Flight Medicine 
 
Kristy E. Anderson, MD 
Dayton, OH 45458-3599 
Specialty: Flight Medicine/Family Medicine 
 
Jonathan D. Apfelbaum, MD 
2385 Cessna Drive 
Erie, CO 80516 
AME, Pilot, EAA 
Specialty: Emergency Medicine 
 
Gila Buckman, MD 
Mota Gur 9 
Givat Schnuel 
Tel Aviv, Israel 
AME 
Specialty: Ophthalmology 
 
Todd R. Fredricks, DO 
P. O. Box 82 
2 Harrison Street 
Amesville, OH 45711 
Senior AME, Pilot, EAA, AOA 
Specialty: Family Medicine 
 
Linsey D. Haden, DO, FAAFP 
8928 Prairie Village Drive 
Lincoln, NE 868507 
Senior AME, AAFP 
Specialty: Family Medicine 
 
William R. Hoffman, MD 
775 Columbus Avenue, Apt. 6B 
New York NY 10025 
Student Fellow Columbia University Medical Center 
Pilot, AsMA, AMSRO, AOA, American Academy of 
Neurology 
Specialty:  Neurology, Movement Disorders 
 
Jan Ulrich Stier, MD 
18344 W. Santa Irene Drive 
Goodyear, AZ 85338 
AME, Pilot, AsMA 
Specialty: Anesthesiology/Family Medicine 
 
Jianzhong J. Zhang, MD 
Chief of Aerospace Medicine 
55th Medical Group 
Offutt AFB, NE 68123 
Specialty: Aerospace Medicine 
 
 

 

New Members 
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